
 

R7 – 25 May 2019 – Shepparton v Tatura 

Netball 

Steph Gorrie returned to the den to play her 100th GVL game against the Bears on Saturday. At only 

21 she has firmly ensconced herself as one of the premier shooters in the competition and has slotted 

in seamlessly at Tatura Park. 

A Grade 

Tatura can’t get Gorrie the Spoils in 100th  

2018 grand finalists Shepparton proved too strong on Saturday for a determined Tatura who were out 

to salute in Steph Gorrie’s 100th GVL game. 

A slow start at the tricky Deakin Reserve court proved the difference as the Bears got home by 14, 

after the Bulldogs matched and outscored its opposition in the final two quarters. 

Taylor Rokahr player her best game for the year with a dominant game at wing attack against a highly 

fancied midcourt outfit. Rokahr is a quick player, when combined with her strength, enabled her to 

get to contest after contest on an always blustery Deakin court. 

Gorrie was sublime in the ring and her composure was telling as she willed Tatura towards the four 

points. Her endurance and ability to embrace the physical contest puts her in elite GVL company.  

Rokahr’s midcourt partner in crime Gab Dwyer also played her best game of the year after crossing 

from Murchison-Toolamba in the off-season. A strong player who has responded well under Co-

Coach Gaye Eaton’s tutelage, Dwyer will only improve as the season rolls on. 

The Bulldogs should take heart form the fact that they can match it with the best in the competition 

and that a four quarter effort will see it reap rewards.  

Final Score: Shepparton 49 v Tatura 35. 

Best Players:  Rokahr, Gorrie and Dwyer.  

B Grade 

Tatura Fall to Reigning Premier  

Shepparton showed why it got the bubbles in the last game of the year in 2018 by outclassing Tatura 

by 35 goals on Saturday. 

The reigning premier was able to win all four quarters in a strong display. The Bulldogs were able to 

string good passages of play together but were unable to match the Bears’ intensity for the duration of 

the game. 

Jordan Dealy was a focal point in attack and continues to develop. A natural shooter, Dealy will 

improve as she adapts to the physical nature of GVL netball. She has enormous ability and the 

potential to play A Grade if she puts her mind to it. 
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Kobi Worner (have we mentioned that name before in dispatches?) continued her stellar season with 

another solid performance down back on a tough day for defenders. If there was any justice in the 

world Worner the netball gods would have her well up in the GVL best and fairest Sandra Cox Medal. 

Stephanie Hicks also played well as she continues to adapt to open age GVL netball. Hicks’ natural 

athletic ability is an asset. Her keenness to learn and coachability bodes well for the future. 

Final Score: Shepparton 66 v Tatura 31. 

Best Players:  Dealy, Hall and Worner. 

B-Reserve 

Shepparton Too Good 

Shepparton’s B-Reserve team had not lost a game since Eve was a girl and showed why it remains the 

team to beat with a comprehensive win over the Bulldogs. 

However, the improvement was evident in B-Reserve as it continued a strong season and were able to 

play good netball at times against a well drilled outfit. B-Reserve will only continue to get better if it 

embraces testing itself against the best. 

Maddi Biggs was tireless in the midcourt and her smart hands were on show. The Bears found it 

difficult to match up on her. Her cool head enabled the Doggies to break the attacking zone employed 

by its opponent on a number of occasions. Biggs has been pushing for B time and will continue to do 

so if she maintains her current form. 

Beth Seccull continued her break out year. Under extreme pressure under the ring and often forced to 

take long shots, she was able to hone her accuracy and adapt to the circumstances. Patience round the 

circle by her feeders, along with solid work with shooting partner Bertram, allowed Seccull to make 

the most of her opportunities. 

Ash Svoboda in defence was under the pump from the get-go against a potent GS. Giving away 

height, she was able to work effectively with her defensive partners to box out where possible and 

secure some strong rebounds from limited opportunities. 

Final Score: Shepparton 65 v Tatura 24. 

Best Players:  Biggs, Seccull and Svoboda. 

17 & Under 

Fast Starting Tatura Fade 

Tatura were quick out of the blocks and had the highly touted Shepparton 17s on the ropes early on in 

its clash. The Bears were able to pull even at quarter time and pulled away to ultimately win by 16 

goals. 

In a clash against a potential finalist contender Tatura would be pleased it could match it, but 

ultimately disappointed with not getting the points. 

Hayley Rennie was great in defence. She has been the consistent defensive general at GD with 

injuries forcing a mix of players to combine with her. A strong physical presence, she continues to 

cause headaches for attackers with deft rebounding and great position in and under. 

Teah Ryan has made WD her own. Her natural athleticism and height make it difficult for her direct 

opponent to counter on the rebound and she has arguably been the major beneficiary of Co-Coach 

Gaye Eaton’s stewardship in 2019. 
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The ever reliable Lucy Somers, again called on to play midcourt and shoot, also put her in another 

consistent performance at WA and GA. 

Final Score: Shepparton 43 v Tatura 43. 

Best Players:  Rennie, Ryan and Somers. 

15 & Under 

15s Play Best Game of the Season 

In a result that left Coach Fiona Boyer ecstatic, the young Bulldogs were able to execute its game plan 

and play some outstanding netball. Boyer was pleased that hard work on the training track began to 

reap results. 

Although going down, Tatura would be pleased with the development and sound skill beginning to 

show on the court against a team that will press for the premiership in 2019. 

Tayla Albrey-Mills exemplified the Boyer praise by continuing to play netball like a sponge, taking 

on-board all that was asked of her in defence and more. The sky’s the limit for Albrey-Mills as she 

navigates her way through her first GVL season. 

Sanae Gagliardi also impressed, with her calm demeanour a highlight in a frantic game. Her excellent 

vision and ability to find space make her a difficult opponent to match up on. 

Mid Joeli Anderson also impressed down the court. Able to play both ends she was strong in the 

contest all day. 

Final Score: Shepparton 48 v Tatura 26. 

Best players:  Albrey-Mills, Gagliardi and Anderson. 

Football 

The Bulldogs ventured to the home of GVL football at Deakin Reserve in the Sir Doug Nicholls 

indigenous round. 

Seniors 

Tatura Comes up Short 

There was a lot of expectation coming into the Round 7 clash between a Bulldogs outfit determined to 

give the reigning premier a shake on its home patch at Deakin. 

After a gutsy win against Euroa before the interleague bye, the Bulldogs were building momentum 

and aiming to further separate itself from the chasing pack of teams in the bottom half of six. 

There was a lot of love pre-game in honour of the Sir Doug Nicholls Indigenous round with GVL Hall 

of Fame Legend Gary Cooper presenting Yorta Yorta, Gunngari and Gunditjmara man Anthony 

Walker with his game day jumper on his Bulldogs debut. Along with Billy Cooper, Walker led the 

team out and tossed the coin. It was a special moment the Tatura Football Netball Club was proud to 

facilitate and hopefully, in a small way, contribute to an ongoing connection with the First 

Australians. 

Tatura got off to a flyer against the reigning premier and had two on the board within the first two 

minutes with Jayden Thewma and Brandyn Grenfell looking ominous early on. Thewma, returning 

from a minor niggle, continues to prove himself as one of the premier mid-sized forwards in the GVL. 
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His combination of brute strength and quick off the mark speed makes him a standout in front of the 

big sticks. 

Thewma added another major in a promising first stanza that saw a two point margin to the Bears at 

the first break. It was clear the Tatura running game was causing problems for the home team. 

When Coach Jamason Daniels opened proceedings in the second the Bulldogs would have been 

confident they had all the running. However, in what can only be described as a game defining period, 

the Bears got purple and slammed on seven unanswered goals stretching from the 8th minute mark to 

the 10th in the premiership quarter. In contrast, the Bulldogs only next worried the scorer in the 18th 

minute of the third. Such lapses would be of concern to the brains trust in such an even competition 

and certainly can't be conceded against such a powerful outfit as the Bears. 

Beyond the lapse Tatura broke relatively even for the balance of the match but would be disappointed 

they arguably didn't come to play after such a promising start. It's doubtful this will happen again. 

The Bears were able to strategically work the fabled Tatura running game to its advantage by looking 

to make the contest tough and inside, which allowed them to play the game on its terms, forcing 

turnovers and skill errors that directly resulted in scoreboard pressure. 

Thewma and Grenfell, the later of whom is building nicely as the season progresses, both slotted two 

with the balance being singles. 

Sean Martin was best for Tatura while Daniels continues to play outstanding GVL footy. Like 

Grenfell, Daniels' taper as the season gets longer will be vital for the Bulldogs in their quest for 

September action. 

The ever reliable Jimmy Nihill and his flowing locks continue to catch the eye and it would be 

unlikely he would be anywhere other than in the top five best and fairest vote getters at this stage of 

the year. 

Silky midfielder Matt Shannon, fronting up against his former club, was superb and cool throughout 

the day in a game that where the Tatura mids found it difficult to get leverage. 

Kelvin Ryan was solid all day down back and operated in his usual efficient manner under extreme 

pressure.  

The final Bulldog tally of 48 was its lowest return of the year, with the usual productive midfield 

output a bit off compared to previous weeks. Much work will go into ensuring this won't happen 

again. 

The Bulldogs return to The Kennel next weekend against fellow finals aspirant Mansfield – both 

sitting fifth and sixth on the ladder – it looms as a crucial eight point game, the winner of which will 

get some clear air within the top six. 

Final Score:  Shepparton 14.11.95 v Tatura 6.12.48 

Goal Kickers:  Thewma 2, Grenfell 2, Shannon and Daniels.   

Best Players:  Martin, B.Ryan, Shannon, Daniels, Fraser and Vraca. 
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Development Team 

Development Team Come From Behind 

After a slow start that saw them four goals down at the first change and without a major, the 

Development Team wore down the Bears to snare itself a stunning win, taking the points with a one 

goal win. 

Curt Ryan responded magnificently after coming down from the Seniors with two goals and best on 

ground honours. Ryan, still only a teenager, has the potential to be a dangerous half forward at senior 

GVL level and it won't be long before he finds himself back in the fray at the 2.00 pm slot. 

The Brothers Rennie – Jake and Tom – were also dangerous up forward. Jake has returned from a 

frustrating injury run and supporters were pleased to see his vicious attack on the ball and man. His 

combination with Tom should send a potent message to the opposition about the talent both possess. 

They will both only get better as the year progresses. 

The developing Cade Dealy has his best outing for 2019 so far. Dealy has that intrinsic white line 

fever so coveted by footballers. His size and aerial strength will place him in the frame for senior 

selection as he continues to develop. 

Liam Borelli has also made a solid return to the Club, and along with Luke McGill and Callum 

Minutoli, the Development Team would take great confidence from its success on Saturday as it also 

looks to topple Mansfield and move into the top six next week. 

Final Score:  Shepparton 7.10.52 v Tatura 8.10.58 

Goal Kickers:  Ryan 2, Scott 2, J.Rennie 2, Winmar and Borelli. 

Best Players:  Ryan, Dealy, J.Rennie, McGill, Minutoli and Borelli. 

Under 18 

Bears too Strong for Unders 

The Young Pups continue to improve week-in, week-out, but were no match for the always 

contending Shepparton on Saturday. 

Sean McAllister made his return from injury and was immediately prominent. His skills and ability to 

find the ball made a huge difference to the team. 

Will Pyke was also key up forward and the recipient of some nice passages of play from the midfield. 

Corey Reardon, playing as the general at centre half back, also shone with his cool head and tidy 

disposal.  

Final Score:  Shepparton 20.15.135 v Tatura 3.5.23. 

Goal Kickers:  Pyke 2 and Stevenson. 

Best Players:  Pyke, Reardon, McAllister, Armstrong and Macansh. 

 


